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A 40-MEGACYCLE SGA-bER-

Michiyuki Nakamura 

Radiation Laboratory 
Univer sity of California 

Berkeley, California 

November 14, 1956 

ABSTRACT 

UCRL-3585 

A fast scaler is described that employs a fast flip-flop circuit of 

unique design. With techniques applied to fast trigger circuits, this flip

flop circuit has been triggered at a rate higher than 50 megacycles per 

second and has a double-pulse resolution of 20 millimicroseconds. A 40-

megacycle scaler, with a scale of eight and employing this fast flip-flop as 

a basic element, has been built at this Laboratory. 
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INTRODUC TION 

UCRL-3585 

The search for fast scaler s has gone on for many year s. Fast 

scaiing circuits have been devised in the past, but in general, they have· 

been quite complex in their structure and have left something to be desired 

in the way of stability. Some of the techniques used in the past are discussed. 

The use of "peaking II coils in the plate circuit of flip- flops has ex

tended the switching-speed range of some flip-flops. Cathode followers 

have been used tociecouple the opposing gri d input circuit from the plate 

circuit, and switching speeds nave been appreciably increased. Clamping 

the plate swings and the grid swings of a flip- flop to narrow limits has also 

appreciably increased switching speeds. Circuits embodying the above tech

niques either singly or in combination soon approached their limits in switch

ingspeeds. These limits were on the order of 30 Mc. 

Very fast switc1).ing speeds can be attained by the use of secondary

ern·ission type tubee ofhlghtransconductance:Themaindrawback with cir

cuits using secondary-emission type tubes is the problem of stabilizing the 

drifts associated with these tubes. 

A circuit that has fast switching speeds is de scribed. Fast switch

ing is attributed to high-gain, low-output impedance, an~ to clamping tech-. 

niques. The clamping techniques also contribute to the stability of the 

circuit. 
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DESCRIPTION OF CIRCUIT AND CIRCUIT OPERATION 

Figure 1 shows the basic circuit of the fast flip-flop. The action of 

the circuit is de scribed by reference to Fig. 1. As an initial condition, 

assume that V3 is cut off and that VI is conducting as indicated. The trig

ger pulse, applied at the cathode of V4, is transmitted to the grid of VI, 

tending to cut VI off. The .current flowing through Zkl (Rkl plus the reac

tive impedance of L k1 ) decreases, creating the derivative polarity conditions 

indicated. This derivative con~ition causes the grid-to-cathode polarity of 

Vl to become more positive. This action tends to ''boot strap" the cathode 

voltage of Vl upward toward Ebb' This action is transmitted to, the grid of 

V3, which tends to make V3 conduct. The current in Zkl tends to increase, 

creating the derivative polarity across Zkl as indicated. This action tends 

- to cut V 4 off, allowing the cathode voltage of V 4 to fall. As the cathode voltage 

of V4 falls, . the grid of VI is further cut off. The entire action described 

above is regenerative, and the action is completed when VI is cut off and V3 

is conducting. 

In retrospect, additional comments may be made concerning the 

action of the circuit. The action across Zkl may be thought of as aiding 

the switching speed in the following manner. Not all the electrons con

ducted by V3 flow through V4 because V4 is tending to cut off. These elec

trons may now "concentrate" on char ging the capacitances as sociated with 

the plate circuit of V3 and the grid circuit of VI. 

The action acros s ZkI make s the cathode of Vl a low-impedance 

discharge point for the electrons that had gone into charging thecapaci

tance s as sociated with .the grid of V3. The output impedance at the cathode 

of Vl (Z t) is expres sed as ou 

where 

Z 
out = 

rpi = plate resistance of VI, 

r pl = plate re sistance of Vl, 

f-Ll = amplification factor of Vl. 

(1) 
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rp2 (rpi + Zkl) 
TRIGGER 

GND 

CONDUCTING 

-Ec 

MU-12767 

Fig. 1. Basic circuit of fast flip-flop. 

o 
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The voltage gain (without load) at the cathode of V2 over the signal 

applied to the grid of V 1 is 

Gain = 
- f.4 1 (r 2 + fJ 2 Zk 1 ) P (2) . 

where 

J-1.
1 

= amplification factor of V l. 

(See the appendix for the derivations of the above expressions for the out

put impedance and for voltage gain without load.) 

Figure 2 shows the first binary circuit of the 40-megacycle scaler, 

which was built at this laboratory. The swing of the cathodes of the upper 

tubes is clamped in ord~r to decrease the switching time of the binary. 

Figure 3 shows the setup used to test. the rise time and the double

pulse and triple-pulse resolution of the binary. The mercury pulser is 

, capable of d~livering pulses with very fast ~ise times. The pulse length 

is determined by the length of open cable shown extending above the pulser. 

Double and triple pulses may be produced by using various lengths of cable 

aSlndicated to delay the pulse s, and by recombining them again into a single 

cable. The re sistor s shown at the junctions of the cables minimize the 

cable-impedance mismatche s that the signals "see" as they approach the 

junctions. 

Figure 4 shows the input trigger s and the output waveforms of this 

binary. The sweep speed is 20 mjJse.c/cm and the vertical deflection sen

sitivity is 5 v / cm. Figure 4a shows a single- pulse input trigger and 

Fig.4b shows the output waveform. Bec~use the oscilloscope is trigge'red 

at a rate of 60 cps from the mercury pulser, and because the bean; of the 

cathode-ray tube returns to the same "zero" spot before each trigger, the 

picture obtained is as shown in Fig. 4b. 

Figure 4c shows the input waveform in which the two input triggers 

are 45 mfJ sec apart. Figure 4d shows the output waveform. Figure 4e 

shows the triple-pulse input triggers, which are 23 mlJsec apart. Figure 

4f shows the output waveform. 

This binary has been triggered by an rf source at a rate of more 

than 45 Mc. With optimum clamping and adequate driving signal, this 

binary has been driven at a rate of 60 Mc. 
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VARYING LENGTHS OF 
.-----1 CABLE TO PRODUCE VARIOUS 

DELAYS 

60N 
M ERCU RY ~~-t+J\N'v~rv't~ )---HJI>/V't-~V'vf~--t:J-i FLlP
PULSER FLOP 

SCOPE 
TRIGGER 

o 
TEKTRONIX 

517A 

MU-I.2769 

Fig. 3. Diagram showing setup used to determine triple-pulse 
resolution of flip-flop. 



(a) 

(b) 
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Input (a) and Output (b) wavefonns 
for single pulse 

(e) 

(f) 

(e) 

(d) 

Input (el and Output (e) waveforms 
for double pulse 

Input (Ii!) and Output (f) waveforms 
for triple pulse input 

ZN -1671 

Fig. 4. Input and output waveforms of 40-Mc binary (sweep = 
20 mf.1.sec/ cm; vertical deflection sensitivity = 5 v/ cm). The 
photograph was made with a 5- sec exposure (300 sweeps). . 
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In the construction of the 40- Mc scaler, the binarie s are followed 

by a cathode follower and a stage of amplification to trigger the following 

binary. Three binarie s are used in this scale- of~ eight scaler. "Read- out" 

is accomplished by use of a microammeter. Reset is done by connecting 

the cathode of the upper tube through a resistor to the +300-volt line. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

. The use of a series tube in the plate circu.it' of a ftip-flop has 

appreciably increased the switching speed of the flip-flop. The gain of 
. , 

the circuit is kept high wh~le the output impedance of the circuit for 

driving the grid of the opposing tube is lowered. The .fundamental c'on

cept of the Eccle s- jordan trigger Circuit'is maintained, and thereby the 

design of the cir·cuit is kept simple. Th~ use of this binary in combina

tion with the accepted practice of clamping plate swings in- a flip-flop has 
( 

achieved fast switching speeds without the complexity usually as soc,iated 

with other binaries of comparable speed. Clamping also lends stability, 

which is la~king in many high- speed circuits. 
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"APPENDIX 

The derivations for the expre ssions above for voltage gain (without load) 

and the output impedance are shown. 

For deriving the equivalent impedance of the upper tube circuit; it is 

helpful to analyze the behavior of a simple triode amplifier with a cathode 

resistor, as shown in Fig. 5. 

From the equivalent circuit in Fir' 5b, we see by .inspection that, if 

R = 00, the open-circuit voltage .6.e L may be expressed as L 

_ .6.e
L

=jJ.(-.6.e
g

), 

since.6.i = O. The open-circuit volt~ge gain becomes 
p 

(3) 

(4) 

To determine the short-circuit current gain of the amplifier, let us 

set RL = O. Then, .6.i become s 
p 

.6.i = [jJ. (-.6.e 
p . g 

. and clearing fractions, we have 

.6.i [r + (jJ.+l}R
k

] = -jJ..6.e . 
p p g 

FromEq. 6 we see that the short-circuit current gain becomes 

.6.i 
\ P 
.6.e 

g 

-jJ. 
= rp + (jJ. + 1 )Rk 

(5) 

(6 ) 

(7 ) 

The output impedance of the circuit is the ratio of the open-circuit 

voltage gain, Eq. (4), to the short-circuit current gain, Eq. (7), which is 

.6.e
L 

-=zrr-
p 

= (8 ) 

Figure 6 (a) shows an amplifier using a series tube as a plate load. The upper 

tube circuit may be represented by an equivalent impedance rpZ + (jJ.Z + I) R k , 

as shown in Fig. 6(b}. From Fig. 6(b}, we see that the expression for the 

current change.6.i is 
p 

LXi p. 
=. jJ.l (-.6.e g ) 

The voltage change.6.e become s 
p 

r pI + r pZ + (jJ.Z + 1) Rk 
(9) 
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~ RL 
+ fL(-Aeg-Aip Rk) 

+ 
--------.,---<~-

(b) 

MU-12770 

Fig. 5. Actual and equivalent circuits of a triode amplifier with 
cathode resistor R

k
. 
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(b) 

ll.eg ---...., 

+ 

(c) 
MU-12771 

/ 

Fig. 6. ..zunplifier circuit with a series tube as the plate load. 

(a) Actual circuit 

(b) Equivalent oircuit 

" (c) Equivalent circuit redrawn 
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~e =~i [r Z+(f.LZ+1)Rk]. 
p p P,' . 

(10) 

The equivalent circuit in Fig. 6b is redrawn in Fig. 6c. The 

voltage change at e
k 

is 

~ek = ~e - ~i Rk = ~i [r Z + (f.LZ + 1 ~Rk] - ~i R .... 
P" P P P P k 

= ~ip {r pZ +f.LZRk~· (II) 

The expression for the voltage gain {with no load} at e k can be 

found by solving Eq. (9) and Eq, Ol)for ~ek/~eg' which becomes 

(lZ) 

for finding the short/-circuit current gain, e
k 

is held fixed. The 

expression for the current change throug4 VI {~ipl)iS 

. (13) 

This change in current ~ipl lower s the 

= -f.Ll~egRk 

grid of VZ byan amount 

~iplRk + R r p1 k 

The current change in VZ 

-f.LZ~ipIRk 
= 

U5} , 

The net short-circuit current gain at the cathode (i
k

) is determined 

from Eqs. (13) and (15); it is: 

= f.L 1 f.L Z
R

k 

r pZ (r pI + R k } . 

. (16) 
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The output impedance (Z t) at the cathode of V2 is the ratio of ou 
the open-circuit voltage gain, Eq. (12), to the short-circuit current gain, 

Eq. (16 );it is 

z .. 
out = (17) 

Equations (1) and (2) are equivalent to Eqs. (17) and (12); in the 

latter two, Zkl is replaced by R k . 
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